
CUSTOMER SERVICE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

With the higher ed industry more competitive than ever, retention rates are top of mind for industry professionals. A
recent study by Stanford.

The college brand is also directly related to the level of service the institution provides. I would be incorrect if
I said that these concepts are new to Higher Education, and are not being practiced at all today. What can you
do for TSI, and vice versa? Our services: We offer consulting, assessment, training and certification, project
development and project management in the areas of student service improvement. Who are the customers of
HEIs? The school that responds first has a percent better chance of enrolling the student than the school that
responds next. Efficient operational management makes up the other half of the equation for institutions
looking to succeed in the long run. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics This
means that the available population is either shrinking, or potential students are choosing not to go to
traditional colleges and universities. I am also a student studying on a Masters at a University in the East of
England. While some of this vitriol may be warranted, Higher Education institutions should not dismiss
important Customer Experience concepts since these can improve the service to their constituents. Let us
know of recent examples you have had with large gifts and the time it took to generate those gifts. In the
corporate world, the first step to quality customer service is understanding the needs of your customers. I
hypothesize not many. Our programs are taught by tenured professors and certified trainers with classroom
expertise who are also experienced administrators who have led and managed staff professionals in delivering
service excellence. No other organization offers customer service training programs specifically geared to the
higher education professional. Richardson suggests working directly with individual departments on their
points of service â€” like the academic advising team for a specific department. Valuable lessons can be
learned from the customer experiences of private businesses. Call it customer service or call it something else.
Goals for the program can be measured with both qualitative and quantitative feedback. Make retention a
customer service initiative- partner with your students on their academic success! Many are working full-time,
some with added responsibilities of blended families and mortgages. But now, there are thousands of
institutions for students to choose from, including options online, abroad or even for free. From the start of the
process the initial email through the purchase and aftersales, service and repair, I could only describe the level
of customer service as excellent. The following leadership actions will ingrain it into the fabric of the
institution: Continuous communication and awareness. Quarterly student and parent surveys can help inform
you on what type of questions are being asked. A great example of Higher Education institutions appealing to
their constituents that closely aligns with Customer Experience principles is through their athletics programs.
Create a culture around quality service. Each of these seemingly small occurrences can influence how the
student will share their experiences with their friends or peers, especially via social media, which enables
other potential students to form their opinions as to whether they want to attend that institution. But as
universities and collegesâ€”the market leaders at leastâ€”have begun to operate more like businesses,
customer service has become something else entirely. These students have higher customer service
expectations from their school. This is just one example, but what it comes down to is simple: quality
customer serviceâ€”before and after enrollmentâ€”can be a key differentiator for attracting and retaining
students. Variety of appeals â€” People are constantly bombarded via radio, social media, television, movies,
newspapers, magazines and other channels to donate to this organization, or be a customer of that
organization. So what can colleges do to increase retention rates? Universities do not need to go all the way to
this extreme; Higher Education administrators can still learn valuable lessons looking at how Athletic
programs are appealing to their constituents. That is another topic for a different day. We train staff to become
role models for service excellence as they encourage students to become better customers! Does the institution
have processes and systems in place that allow them to consistently deliver on excellent service or is it just an
advertising campaign and ploy? There is no denying that in many major Universities in the United States, their
football programs have become very proficient in marketing themselves to gain the best recruits, develop a
rabid fan base, and ultimately profit from this fan base. The financial viability of educational institutions is
directly related to the perceived value in the tuition and the ability to graduate with a degree and get a JOB.



CUSTOMER SERVICE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

When students are selecting a school they typically reach out to a few options. Provide ongoing training to
faculty and staff.


